
There are a few main questions that everyone on 
Earth shares. 


Where do we come from?  
Why are we here?  
Where do we go?  

The fact of the matter is, I don’t think any of us can ever have a 
definitive answer that will satisfy our brain.  

We can come up with theories, abstract concepts, and suggestions, 
but none of us can actually say with any definitive proof any answer 
that will truly satisfy us all. 


The thing is, no one can answer these questions for you, because 
you are having your own experience. This discovery is your journey to 
reckoned with. We have one major tool at our disposal that is I 
believe, the only way that we can ever understand our place in the 
world, and this is our body. We are experiencers. 


Life is experiential. 


it is highly personal and deeply sensual. Our ancestors made up 
stories about everything and then taught us to believe the stories and 
myth as if they were facts. But the fact of the matter is, the only reality 
is what you personally experience within yourself. And even that is 
highly subjective. 


We know that light waves are picked up by nervous system receivers 
called “eyes” and translated into pulses of energy into a processing 
center called a “brain” which translates the information based upon 



our memory banks and the 
previous cataloging of similar 
experiences, and up pops a 
name to the object before us. 
We sense all manner of 
frequencies through the 
nervous system receivers, 
called taste, smell, vibration 
and heat and texture. All of 
these senses are part of our 
nervous system deciphering 
external stimuli. Or is it 
actually external?


The yogis and the mystics have been teaching for millennia that there 
is actually nothing external or outside of our experience of it. They 
teach that everything is within us which is why we experience it within 
us. If we could, as Western thinkers, put our concepts of what we 
think we know as “reality“ to the side, we may all begin to experience 
that the world is not out there at all. It is all built within our concepts, 
through the organs that receive information into our central nervous 
system and translates it as colors, objects, sensations, and other 
beings. 


Lifeforms like plants and insects, birds, fish and humans, are all 
consciousness frequencies, but none of that is any more real than 
anything else we could ever hope to understand. It is all highly 
abstract. Because we all agree upon certain parameters, through our 
highly-socialized, and consensual sense of reality, we have created 
the world around us that we perceive as “real“ and anything else as 
unreal. The fact of the matter is, it may not actually be real at all.
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What if you could suspend your disbelief long enough to have a new 
experience of yourself and of that which you experience around you 
that you have called The World? What if you could crack just enough 
light through the doorway, and begin to see that there are infinite 
other doorways to other possibilities after all? What if this teaching is 
already here and can become your guide, lending voice, and vision, 
and perhaps even an affirmation of what you may have already been 
sensing, but had yet to honor as your Reality?


The empaths, seekers, sensitives and those we call psychic, already 
have a different map of the universe than the average human. Most 
people have simply forgotten that there are other senses that are 
equally acute. These alternate senses play important roles within the 
neurons that make up perception, and the sensory experiences that 
make up life. 
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These adepts and practitioners have cultivated new ways of sensing, 
smelling, seeing, and perceiving the world that causes brand new 
synaptic relays within the mind to open up new awareness, or what 
we might call “glimpses of the future” or “parallel dimensional 
realities” that are also occurring now. 


What if this could be opened up within everyone?  
What if you can do this too?  

I know that this concept may seem strange, depending upon your 
cultural identification, but actually, this is entirely normal. That it is not 
usual does not mean that it is absent, or that these receivers of 
information  aren’t already custom-built into every creature in this 
realm we call Earth. This then is why we explore. And this is what we 
all seek to experience, even if we have mislabeled the source of our 
search. We have decided that what is missing is somehow, “out 
there”, but what if it never was? 


It is wholly your decision, and perhaps even your mission to find out.


